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A Momentary Monument is st’Arting!
The activity intends to reflect on the form and concept of monument, a system of celebration of
the power that every civilization has produced. Let us reflect on famous monuments of history,
monuments that represent universal, historical, ethical, social, economic, religious values.
The activity continues by suggesting to reflect on our present: is it still possible to raise
monuments today? What values are celebrated in our time? Is it possible to represent the
community today? Some of the major contemporary monuments are examined and finally it is
suggested to… create a monument!
1) THE TERM QUESTION AND EXAMPLES
The term monument (from the Latin “monēre”, “remember”, “call to mind”) is used to define any
work of art, both architectural and sculptural, erected as a memory, as an active testimony of
something that we want to "impress" indelibly in the passage of time.
Think of three famous examples of traditional monuments:

Equestrian Statue of Marcus Aurelius, II A.D., bronze, Roma, Musei Capitolini

Arc de Triomphe, 1836, marble, Paris, Place de l'Étoile

Daniel Chester French, Abraham Lincoln, Lincoln Memorial, 1914-1922, marble, National Mall, Washington

These monuments are symbols of great stories: the Roman Empire, the French Empire of
Napoleon and the American history.
What values do you think the three represented monuments celebrate?
2) POST MONUMENTAL TIMES
Our cities, even the most modern ones, are full of monuments, both ancient and contemporary.
Nowadays the researches of the most updated artists speak of "post-monumental" times, in which
the idea of the monument is rethought in an ironic, polemical or even rejected way.
Open the link below, read the article and find out a very special kind of monument:
https://www.designboom.com/art/postmonument-at-the-international-sculpture-biennale-of-carrara/
3) THE “DOUBT” MONUMENT: EXAMPLES
A) LONDON. One of the most famous “un-monumental” or “post monumental” case is in
London, where contemporary artist have been erecting monuments on the fourth plinth in
Trafalgar Square from 1999. In the heart of London, in front of the National Gallery, the
gigantic Trafalgar Square hosts four pedestals on which three great nineteenth-century
monuments dedicated to kings and military leaders are erected, but one of these remained
empty. It was supposed to support an horseback statue of William IV, but the work was
never completed. Every year on that empty pedestal a monument is erected by
contemporary artists, who have completely changed the idea and shape of the monument,
it is called "The fourth plinth project".
The official website is Fourth Plinth London City Hall
https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/arts-and-culture/art-and-design/fourth-plinth,
connect to the link, look at the works that have been created up to this year and choose
the work that you think is most interesting. Print the work, write the caption and give
reasons for your choice.
Here you can find some:

https://www.london.gov.uk/what-we-do/arts-and-culture/current-culture-projects/fourthplinth-trafalgar-square/fourth-plinth-past-commissions
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q8B_AZYOx1s
Marc Quinn, Alison Lapper Pregnant, 2005

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OuwxUlRa0SE
Elmgreen &Dragset, Powerless Structures, 2012

https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2013/jul/25/big-blue-cock-trafalgar-square
Katharina Fritsch, Hahn/Cock, 2013

B) MUNSTER. Another case to reflect upon is the event that takes place in the city of Munster
every ten years, Skulptur Projekte, which exhibits works designed specifically for the city
and approved by the city community itself. Many of these monuments eventually become
permanent.
https://www.artribune.com/television/2017/06/video-skulptur-projekte-munster-2017arte-scultura-mostre/
In the last edition, the Turkish artist Aise Erkmen was very interesting:
Aise Erkmen
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=84&v=SHf4gXKXCdo

C) KASSEL. The Italian artist Lara Favaretto has been working for years on the concept of
"Momentary Monument", putting together two words that seem to contradict each other,
because a monument refers to something lasting, destined to celebrate the high values of
society forever, while "momentary" makes us think of something precarious, fragile,
transient.
Among the many works dedicated by Favaretto to the Momentary Monument:
for Documenta 13 in Kassel, 2012 (an exhibition held in the heart of Germany every five
years and qualified as one of the most important international events in the world): a giant
heap of old scrap represents the sense of transience, precariousness and uncertainty of our
times, but also the sense of freedom of thought and choice without any prejudice.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PXW9jq0wiug
Lara Favaretto ha salso worked in Munster
https://www.skulptur-projekte-archiv.de/en-us/2017/projects/183/
https://www.mcasantabarbara.org/mcasbv3/wpcontent/uploads/2019/01/Favaretto_Lara_Selected-Articles_2008-2018_reduced.pdf

D) MILAN. Maurizio Cattelan, has designed for Piazza Affari in Milan, in front of the
prestigious Palazzo della Borsa, a very provocative monument with a title that needs to be
interpreted: L.O.V.E.
https://www.designboom.com/art/maurizio-cattelans-middle-finger-displayed-in-milan/

4) LOOK AROUND YOU AND THINK!
With the St’ART project we have to rethink our cities and their monuments. Try to give an
answer to the following questions:
1) In your town is there a monument you are particularly fond of, that you feel it is your own?
(give reasons) Do you know the history, the person or the shape which it portrays?
2) Can a feat, an event, a people still be remembered with a monument that encompasses its
meaning and history? Give examples you know.
3) Is it still necessary to erect monuments, to raise something or someone on a base? Which
female or male figure (exponents of politics, culture, sport, art, music, science) would you
feel like celebrating today, making it a monument?
4) Should a monument be eternal?
5) And now it’s up to you! The final question: MAKE YOUR OWN MONUMENT!
What would a monument representing the early 2000s look like? What kind of materials would
you use to make it? What would it celebrate or critique about the present moment?
Write a description of this modern-day monument.
6) Pistoia activity: If I say city what comes to your mind?
Reflect on phrases by Barbara Kruger, Jenny Holzer, Maurizio Nannucci, Ben Vautier, Ai Wei Wei
Jenny HOLZER
https://projects.jennyholzer.com/

http://www.ben-vautier.com/

